Conference Topics

- Identity and Multiculturalism
- Ethnography and Cultural Identity
- Subcultures and Identity
- Ethnicity and Citizenship
- Cultural Dynamics
- Cultural Sociology
- Cultural Transformations
- Psychosocial Identity
- Globalization and Religious Identity
- Identity Conflicts
- International and Intercultural Communication
- Cultures and Identities in Film, Media and Literature
- Identity as Actor and Factor in Process

- Law enforcement in today's society
- Promoting social justice in the community
- Law and Protection of Religious Identity
- Human rights in 21st century
- Role of Law in preserving diversity
- Contemporary nationalism and patriotism
- Patriotism, nationalism, ethnicity and democracy
- Self-determination and cultural identity
- Communication for peacebuilding
- Political and Diplomatic Communication

- Religious Communication
- Interfaith dialogue
- Cultural, Ethnic and Religious Diversity
- Media, Religion, and Culture
- Verbal/Nonverbal communication in Religious Services
- Religious and Cultural Identity
- Communication and Morality
- International journalism
- Intrafamilial Communication
- Balkans between east and west
- Inter religious and inter cultural communication in Balkan
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